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As 2021 starts to unfold we are yet again seen ourselves in lockdown with families juggling working from home with home schooling.
This can prove difficult at the best of times for most of us. But for parents of children with special needs no matter were they are on
the spectrum, it is extremely challenging and can be sometimes overwhelming at times. Many families rely on schools to provide
respite as well as other therapies. Children with special needs can thrive with help and routine. But with covid 19 things are uncertain
and a lack of routine can turn a gentle and mild-tempered child, to get more aggressive or challenging behaviours. Lack of
routine can cause them to regress, this can be very problematic especially when caring for other children as well and affects the
entire family. It can be quite obstructive while they are trying to juggle home schooling, work and everything in between.
At GROW Training we have our on-line courses that are convenient and effective, dealing in many areas and sectors. They are
certified with CPD credits once completed successfully. Our featured course this month is autism awareness which you can purchase
our on-line courses from our website or we can set up your business on a Virtual Academy Business Account with discounts available.
Give us a call for more details At Grow Training. We continue to work with you to ensure a safe and compliant return or in most
cases continued work for you and your staff. As always, we are committed to providing you with excellent service and if you need
any help, support or refresher courses contact us on info@growtraining or 0834014242 .
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GROW SMARTER GROW FASTER

(4th)

(14th) Love Run – Irish Heart Foundation

World Cancer Day

(12-14) Go Red for Women – Irish Heart

(20th)

World Day of Social Justice

Foundation

Virtual Academy
FEATURED COURSE - AUTISM AWARENESS
GROW SMARTER GROW FASTER
NEW MONTHLY PROMOTION COURSE PRICE €25.00
CODE # FEBFB

CPD Approved

Although the course focuses on children with autism, having

Course Description - Autism is a lifelong developmental

an awareness of the condition and how best to provide

disability that affects how a person communicates with and

support to someone with ASD will be of use to anyone who

relates to other people around them. According to the

interacts with and cares for children and adults as part of

National Autistic Society, autism affects about 700,000

their work.

people in the United Kingdom, which equates to 1 in 100 of
the population and the number of children being diagnosed

Advantages - Having a knowledge of the typical behaviours

with the condition is continuing to increase. This course will

and challenges associated with ASD can equip you to

provide you with an understanding of what autism is and how

identify these and act in a supportive way. CPD approval

it affects a child's daily life. It will touch on what factors

means that this course can be used by those that need to

contribute towards a child developing autism as well as some

prove they are continually developing themselves.

of the typical behaviours associated with it and how you can

Online training is flexible, efficient and cost effective

provide effective support for those with the condition. It also

meaning the candidate can progress through the modules at

discusses what happens during the diagnosis process, some of

their own pace and in their own time, so they can fit the

the intervention methods that can help manage the condition

training in around their work and personal life.

and suggests some simple adaptations you can make to
improve a child with autism's day to day life.

Further Progression - There are a lot of courses in our health
and social care suite that would make great follow ups to this

Target Audience - People working in adult and child care

course and if you are responsible for the care of adults or

environments. Those working in all areas of care may come

children then a wide range of them would provide valuable

into contact with people who has Autistic Spectrum

additions to your knowledge. Specific topics that compliment

Disorders ASD.

this directly are Introduction to Early Years Foundation
Stage, Equality and Diversity and Mental Health Awareness.

"GROW YOUR SKILLS, GROW
YOUR POTENTIAL, GROW
YOU!"

WHAT OUR CUSTOMERS
HAVE TO SAY!
I would highly
recommend GROW Training. I found their
training to be interactive, thorough and
humoured which meant the day flew in.
Jenn was my instructor & knowledgeable
in her field. 100%
Alan Fanangan

CONTACT INFO:
Phone: 0834014242
Email: info@growtraining.ie
Web: http://growtraining.ie

Monthly Support Courses:

Irish Heat foundation
Stroke Awareness
CPD Approved
World Day of Social Justice
Equality, Diversity and Discrimination
CPD Approved

